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Logics

• Tools are used to verify programs or systems, and they use
logics. Why?

• How did logic get to be used?
• What do logics have to do with programs?



Formal methods

A logic is a formal language equipped with a method for making
inferences in this language.

P1: Side AB = Side DE (a “formula” in the formal language)

P2: Side AC = Side DF (another formula)

P3: ∠BAC = ∠EDF (another formula)

C: ∴ △ABC ≡ △DEF (formula prefixed “therefore”)

Domain of discourse is geometry.

We say “from the finite set of premisses P1, P2, P3, infer that
the conclusion C holds”.
In short, “from P1, P2, P3, infer C”.
In short, P1,P2,P3 ⊢ C.
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Formal methods (continued)

• Weird symbols like ∠ and △ are used, we have to be told
what they mean.

• Words like “Side” in English (any natural language) are
used in a technical sense.

• We are also told when from a given set of formulas
(premisses), we can infer a formula (the conclusion), using
the inference method ⊢.



Vocabulary (Ramanujam 2021)

Question (Symbols sqr ,−, /,1)

Evaluate x2 − 1/x − 1 at x = 1.

Question (Symbols lim, sqr ,−, /,1)

Evaluate limx→1 x2 − 1/x − 1.
Domain of discourse is reals.

Question (Symbols odd ,even,+)

Show that sum of two odd numbers is even.
Domain of discourse is integers.

Question (Symbols sin, cos, tan,+,−,×, /, sqrt ,N)

Solve 2 sin x − 2
√

3 cos x −
√

3 tan x + 3 = 0.
Domain of discourse is angles.



Types (Ramanujam 2021)

• In x + 3 = 5, solve for variable x .
• In x + y = 5, x can now take many values.
• In x + y = y + x , x can be any number whatsoever.
• In x = k , k a constant. A variable is a constant?

• Is x2 − 2 = 0 true? Depends on what x ranges over.
• Is the angle sum property true? For angles in the plane.
• Is multiplication repeated addition? For integer multipliers.
• In general Th |= C. Formula consequence of a theory.

• In factoring, polynomials are expressions.
• In graphing, polynomials are functions.
• In finding roots, polynomials are equations.
• In college math, polynomials are elements of a ring.
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Programming

A programming language is a formal language equipped with
rules which specify how a program in this programming
language is to be executed. What does this program do?

pre {list V i} /* int *i points to a list of items V */
int *j = null;
while (i != null) {

int *k = i->next;
i->next = j;
j = i;
i = k;

}
post {list W j} /* int *j points to a list of items W */



Logic programming (Kowalski 1974)

• Logic is a formal language.
• Maybe not that different from a programming language?
• In languages like Prolog, logic is itself used as a

programming language.
• We will not adopt this approach. For us, logic and

programs are different.



Our view of verification

• Logic is a specification language, programs are written in a
programming language to satisfy specs.

• Sorting: Input is a list, output is an ordered list.
Is this spec okay?

• Verification means checking that a program (more
generally a system) supposed to satisfy a spec actually
does so or not.

• Verification may lead to finding a counterexample, a case
where the system does not satisfy the specification.

• This may be a bug in the system, and hence the program
has to be changed.

• Logics: propositional, predicate, modal, epistemic etc, to
model systems with states, views, transitions, relations etc.
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Logical modelling of beliefs (Conan Doyle 1894)

At the Reichenbach falls in The final problem (see The memoirs of
Sherlock Holmes), the arch-criminal Moriarty (H) wants to deceive Dr
Watson (X) away from his friend Holmes by saying that there is a lady
(Y, introduced by dashed lines) who is ill at the inn they are staying
and needs his help. Because Watson would not believe Moriarty, he
forges a letter from the innkeeper (I), and Watson gets deceived.
Thus Watson believes the innkeeper knows of the existence of the
lady, whereas Moriarty knows that the innkeeper knows nothing.



Logical specification of voting procedures

• Voters are eligible.
• Confidentiality of votes is maintained.
• Universal verifiability: Every vote cast is counted.
• Individual verifiability: Every voter can verify that her vote

is counted.
• No summaries: Partial results are not available until all

votes have been counted.
• Receipt-freeness: No voter can convince someone how

she voted.
Are these requirements consistent ?

Theorem (Arrow 1950)
There is no election procedure that guarantees all these
properties together.
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Tool jargon

• A theorem prover is a procedure for checking whether an
inference of the form P1,P2, . . . ,Pn ⊢ C is valid or not.
P1,P2, . . . ,Pn and C are all formulas.

• A model checker is a procedure for checking whether a
consequence of the form Th |= C is valid or not.
Here C is a formula, but Th is a theory, for example, it
could be integer arithmetic, or it could be a program with
statements S1S2 . . .Sn.

• A sat solver is a procedure for checking whether a formula
is consistent, Con C (no contradiction derivable from C).
So the solver finds a way of assigning to variables of C so
that it evaluates to true.

• These procedures are computational, but they may fail to
terminate; the tool user may have to manually terminate it.
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Direct or indirect

• Why such a convoluted way? Why not just take a program
and check what is the (partial) function that it computes?

• Or why not take a program and check whether giving it the
inputs I1, I2, I3 will produce the output O?

Theorem (Turing 1936)
There is no (terminating) algorithm which can check the two
questions above.

We can, of course, start running the program to check this (or
simulate it in some way) but that defeats the very idea of
verification. Also, how do we simulate the program on every
possible input from an infinite set of values?

Note: Alan Turing’s parents lived in Chhatrapur, Odisha, in 1911. He
was born in London in June 1912.
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The verification process

• So we need to look at the system (which has a finite
implementation) and reason about whether some
possibilities can happen or not, and from this infer whether
the specification is met. In short, we need to use logic.

• From Turing’s theorem, we know that it is not possible to
always get an answer to the verification question.

• A large finite system may have an astronomical number of
states; analyzing it might take a very long time or may
require the tool to use a very large amount of space. So
the tool may crash, or may have to be crashed!

• Then we build a coarser model of the system and run the
tool on the model. Hopefully that will not crash.



Basic verification avoids crashing

In August 2014, spacecraft Rosetta
of the European Space Agency
reached the nucleus of comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, 4
km in size. Its duck-like shape was
not expected by any one earlier.

Nucleus of comet 67P
• After observation of effects of the comet nucleus on the

spacecraft, its mass was determined. In September 2014,
Rosetta went into orbit around the comet.

• After observation of surface of the comet nucleus, in
November 2014, a small lander called Philae was sent
down from Rosetta to the “head” of the “duck”.

• Inbetween ESA programmers did a reprogramming of
software on the spacecraft to cope with the new data.



The verification person

• Becoming a verification expert means that you have to
learn different tools, their specification languages, what
kind of things they can do, what kind of things they cannot.

• Becoming a verification expert also means that you have to
learn how to change parts of the implementation, or the
specification, so that you get the tool to give you an answer.

• Then from this answer try to lift the verification from the
“model” to the “real” implementation and from the formula
to the “real” specification.



Propositional logic (de Morgan 1847, Boole 1854)

• Atomic formulas are symbols from alphabet S, which we
do not analyze any further.

• Formulas are built up from atomic formulas using the
Boolean operations ∧,∨,¬.

SYNTAX (BACKUS-NAUR/CHOMSKY/CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMAR)
p,q ::= a ∈ S | (¬p) | (p ∨ q) | (p ∧ q)
(p → q) def

= ((¬p) ∨ q); (p ↔ q) def
= ((p → q) ∧ (q → p)). We can

construct a parse tree for any formula.

Example: Let a be the proposition “Augustus de Morgan was born in
Madura, Madras presidency”.
Let b be the proposition “Augustus de Morgan was born in 1806”.
Examine the formulas (a ∧ b), (¬a), (¬b), ((¬a) ∨ (¬b)), (a → b),
(b → a).



Predicate logic with quantifiers (Frege 1879)

• Names like Odd and Even that we use in math are called
predicates (in one variable) and serve as an alphabet S.
Example: Odd(x) has truth value when variable x is given an
integer value. Born(a) has truth value of individual a being born.

So we have two types of syntactic expressions in predicate logic.
• Terms are built up from variables and constant symbols

using function symbols (eg, numbers with +,×). The value
of a term is in a domain of discourse such as the integers.

• Atomic formulas are built up from terms by applying an
n-ary predicate symbol to n terms. For example, the binary
relational operators <,≤, >,≥,=, ̸= return boolean value.

• Formulas are built up from atomic formulas using the Boolean
operations ∧,∨,¬ and quantifiers (∀x), (∃x).
A formula can only take a boolean value true or false.



Logic of programs (Floyd 1968, Hoare 1969)

• To verify a program, we associate a correctness triple {p} C
{q} with every construct C in the program. The precondition
p and the postcondition q are formulas in a logic.
eg, {x > 0} x = x-1; {x ≥ 0}

• Burstall 1969 pointed out that you need to do induction on
the data type (eg, lists)

• Manna and Waldinger 1985, 1990 present theories for
inducting over data types

• For example, in proving programs with lists, we might use the
inductive predicate list taking a sequence of values (the “data” in
the list) and a natural number (an “index” or “position” in the list):

list ε i def
= i = nil , and

list aV i def
= (head(i) = a) ∧ (list V tail(i))

• Symbols include unary functions head and tail , they form terms
with a list index as argument.



List reversal: program

Let list ε i def
= i = nil , and

list aV i def
= ∃j(i 7→ (a, j) ∧ list V j). Can we prove this program?

pre {list V i} /* i points to V */
j = null;
while (i != null) {

k = i->next;
i->next = j;
j = i;
i = k;

}
post {list V R j} /* j points to reversal of V */



List reversal: invariant (Pym-O’Hearn, Reynolds 1999)

⋆ is a conjunction which separates a list into two disjoint parts
(∧ has no such requirement), giving precise assertions:
list ε i def

= i = nil and list aV i def
= ∃j(i 7→ (a, j) ⋆ list V j).

pre {list V i}
j = null;
inv {∃W ,X ((list W i ⋆ list X j) ∧ V R = W RX )}
while (i != null) {

{∃a,W ,X ((list aW i ⋆ list X j) ∧ V R = (aW )RX )}
k = i->next;
i->next = j;
j = i;
i = k;

inv {∃W ,X ((list W i ⋆ list X j) ∧ V R = W RX )}
}
post {list V R j}



List reversal: intermediate assertions

pre {∃a,W ,X ((list aW i ⋆ list X j) ∧ V R = (aW )RX )}
=⇒{∃a,W ,X , k((i 7→ a, k ⋆ list W k ⋆ list X j)∧V R = (aW )RX )}

k = i->next;
{∃a,W ,X ((i 7→ a, k ⋆ list W k ⋆ list X j) ∧ V R = (aW )RX )}
i->next = j;
{∃a,W ,X ((i 7→ a, j ⋆ list W k ⋆ list X j) ∧ V R = (aW )RX )}

=⇒{∃a,W ,X ((list W k ⋆ list aX i) ∧ V R = W RaX )}
=⇒{∃W ,X ((list W k ⋆ list X i) ∧ V R = W RX )}

j = i; i = k;
post {∃W ,X ((list W i ⋆ list X j) ∧ V R = W RX )}

Theorem (Cook 1978)
Given a predicate language which can express loop invariants
and intermediate assertions, correctness in Floyd-Hoare
(Pym-O’Hearn-Reynolds) logic of programs reduces to theorem
proving in predicate logic (with separating conjunction).


